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• Copenhagen Economics supported T-Mobile NL in relation to the joint SMP decision.

• Any views expressed in this presentation are my own and do not necessarily represent those 

of Copenhagen Economics.

Disclaimer
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It seemed like there was a good case for regulation

Source: Commission, based on Empirica (Retail broadband prices studies, Figure 37,
. https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/digital-economy-and-society-index-desi-2020

Ex ante regulation can be justified if there would be ineffective competition in the retail market absent regulation. 

Fixed broadband price index (score 0-100,100 being the best), Europe, 2020

Broadband prices are relatively high in NL … … and the market looks very much like a duopoly

Fixed broadband retail market shares, per cent, NL
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Note: These market shares should be considered only approximate, as ranges have been converted to point 
estimates, and then normalized to 100 per cent.

Source: ACM Telekommonitor (2021Q4, 2020Q3, 2019Q2, 2017Q4, 2016Q2, 2014Q4), (p. 34, p.  29, p. 27, p. 33, 
p. 31, p. 36)

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/digital-economy-and-society-index-desi-2020
https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/telecom-monitor-for-q4-2021.pdf
https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/telecommonitor-third-quarter-2020.pdf
https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2019-12/telecom-monitor-for-q1-and-q2-2019.pdf
https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2018-05/telecommonitor-vierde-kwartaal-2017.pdf
https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/old_publication/publicaties/16710_telecommonitor-tweede-kwartaal-2016.pdf
https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/old_publication/publicaties/14303_telecommonitor-vierde-kwartaal-2014-datum-publicatie-2015-06-01.pdf


The most logical regulatory path was joint SMP
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Joint SMP was the most logical path to pursue

• But beware: this is more than just saying that there are two strong players

• You have to say that those two strong players are colluding (tacitly)

• This is a high burden of proof…

Single SMP Joint SMP

SMP regulation (ex ante) Do nothing (for now) Competition law (ex post)

ACM



[…] the question to be answered is not whether the retail 

market […] would be more competitive and/or higher 

consumer welfare would be achieved if KPN and 

VodafoneZiggo were obliged to provide access to their 

network under regulated conditions. […] the question is 

whether ACM has met its burden of proof in demonstrating a 

risk of joint SMP of KPN and VodafoneZiggo

[…]

ACM has a burden of proof that cannot be easily met […] 

what ACM has put forward […] is not sufficient to demonstrate 

that [….] tacit coordination between KPN and 

VodafoneZiggo takes place.

Source: https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:CBB:2020:177

Court ruling in joint 

SMP decision



If at first you fail…
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ACM joint SMP decision, 2018, paragraph 155

https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/marktanalyse-wholesale-fixed-access-20180928.pdf

The finding of joint dominance precluded a finding of single dominance on the same relevant market

To find single dominance, ACM would have to make a substantial U-turn, either:

Copper

A. Change their mind on the dominance assessment B. Change their mind on market definition

Fibre Cable

ACM before

ACM now?

or

44%
54%

3%

ACM before: “ACM concludes on the basis of the analysis of direct 

and indirect demand substitution that access to cable and access to 

copper and fibre networks belong to the same product market.”

ACM joint SMP decision, 2018, paragraph 210, Table 4.3

https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/marktanalyse-wholesale-fixed-access-20180928.pdf

ACM before: “ACM finds that neither VodafoneZiggo nor KPN have 

independent SMP in the market for wholesale access.”

KPN

Other

VodafoneZiggo

Network-level market shares, 2020

https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/marktanalyse-wholesale-fixed-access-20180928.pdf
https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/marktanalyse-wholesale-fixed-access-20180928.pdf


ACM suspects that KPN and Glaspoort might be abusing a 

dominant position on the wholesale market for local access to 

copper and fiber networks.

[…]

ACM notes that it has not completed its investigation into 

possible abuse of a dominant position and thus has not 

established a dominant position or infringement.

Source: https://www.acm.nl/system/files/documents/besluit-tot-bindend-verklareren-toezeggingen-kpn-en-
glaspoort.pdf

Latest ACM 

decision when 

accepting voluntary 

commitments



BEREC thinks there is a regulatory gap:

While the regulatory framework applies the concept 

of joint dominance, which covers tacit collusion in 

line with competition law, ex ante regulation 

however does not explicitly address tight 

oligopolies.*

Mind the regulatory gap?
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* https://www.berec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/document_register_store/2015/12/BoR_%2815%29_195_Draft_report_on_oligopoly_analysis-regulation.pdf

A regulatory gap?

No tendency to 

effective 

competition

The relevant market does not tend towards effective 
competition

One or more operators hold SMP / are dominant

Ex ante regulation can be applied only if:

1.The relevant market does not tend towards effective 

competition (part of the Three Criteria Test) AND

2.One or more operators have SMP

https://www.berec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/document_register_store/2015/12/BoR_%2815%29_195_Draft_report_on_oligopoly_analysis-regulation.pdf


The second reason for intervention [apart from joint SMP] is 

that, even without tacit coordination, the oligopoly is 

insufficiently competitive. 

[…]

In practice, there is always room for improvement, but that in 

itself is no reason to regulate.

Source: https://esb-binary-external-
prod.imgix.net/EiHRS7rPR6xTxtR6LMbXWhq1IRo.pdf?dl=Tichem%2C+J.+et+al.+%282022%29+ESB%2C+te+

verschijnen..pdf

Paper by ACM team 

explaining case for 

intervention



Entering the regulatory danger zone
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SMP regulation and competition law are designed 

to intervene only where there is a clear net 

benefit to intervention

Dutch court in joint SMP case: “It is essential that ex ante 
regulatory obligations are imposed only if there is no 
effective competition, i.e. in markets where there are 
one or more undertakings with significant market power 
[…]”

There could – in principle – be net benefits associated 

with intervening in the “regulatory gap” – but this comes 

with a much greater risk of net harm:

• Does regulation cause asymmetric market effects?

• Could regulation undermine incentives to invest?

• …

No tendency to 

effective 

competition

The relevant market does not tend towards effective 
competition

One or more operators hold SMP are dominant

A regulatory gap?
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